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Abstract
The presented paper introduces a novel method for enabling appearance modifications for complex image objects.

Qualitative visual object properties, quantified using appropriately derived visual attribute descriptors, are subject to

alterations. We adopt a basic convolutional autoencoder as a framework for the proposed attribute modification algorithm,

which is composed of the following three steps. The algorithm begins with the extraction of attribute-related information

from autoencoder’s latent representation of an input image, by means of supervised principal component analysis. Next,

appearance alteration is performed in the derived feature space (referred to as ‘attribute-space’), based on appropriately

identified mappings between quantitative descriptors of image attributes and attribute-space features. Finally, modified

attribute vectors are transformed back to latent representation, and output image is reconstructed in the decoding part of an

autoencoder. The method has been evaluated using two datasets: images of simple objects—digits from MNIST hand-

written-digit dataset and images of complex objects—faces from CelebA dataset. In the former case, two qualitative visual

attributes of digit images have been selected for modifications: slant and aspect ratio, whereas in the latter case, aspect ratio

of face oval was subject to alterations. Evaluation results prove, both in qualitative and quantitative terms, that the

proposed framework offers a promising tool for visual object editing.

Keywords Visual object editing � Convolutional autoencoders � Supervised principal component analysis �
Machine learning

1 Introduction

The advent of deep neural networks and deep learning

methodologies was a breakthrough in artificial intelligence,

enabling its applications in a wide variety of engineering

tasks. One of the domains that benefited the most from

recent developments is the field of generative models. Deep

learning delivered tools that offer generation of realistic

visual image objects [4, 10, 30], produce high-quality

speech [20, 22, 28], provide language translation [29],

summarize contents of documents [23] or generate image

descriptions [14, 31].

The largest volume of research on generative models is

concerned with visual object synthesis. There are several

reasons for that, such as abundance of experimental

material, relative ease of evaluation methodology design

and high demand for methods offering realistic image

generation. Application areas for these methods are very

broad and range from entertainment industry and educa-

tion, which await high-quality virtual and augmented

reality systems, through development of advanced visual

human-computer interfaces to forensics and privacy

protection.

To meet challenging requirements, posed by high

human perception sensitivity to even tiny appearance dis-

tortions, several deep-learning image generation concepts

and architectures were elaborated. The two most important

novel ideas in the field are autoencoders (AE), and their

extension—variational autoencoders (VAE) [16], as well
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as generative adversarial networks (GAN) [8]. In both

cases, target visual objects are decoded from some core,

latent representations via a neural generative system.

Probability densities of these representations, as well as

parameters of decoding algorithms, need to be learned from

examples.

Having developed a framework for generating visual

objects, intense research on gaining more control over

generation outcome properties was launched. Several

methods that enable editing object’s appearance, which

target various high-level visual attributes, have been pro-

posed so far. For example, remarkable results of research

on generating facial images with specific facial expressions

[2], on modeling of aging [1], gender-switching [33] or

adding/removing extra contents, such as eyeglasses or

makeup [26], were reported.

The presented paper introduces a novel approach to

image object visual appearance editing. The proposed

concept offers functional control over expression intensity

of selected qualitative, yet measurable, object’s appearance

attributes. For example, qualitative notion of face slimness

can be coarsely quantified using a ratio of axes of a face-

oval approximating ellipse. To enable editing of such

attributes, we propose to establish (via learning) and to

exploit functional relationship between visual object’s

appearance and attribute’s estimate. It is important to note

that one cannot get plausible appearance modification

effects via simple geometric visual object transformations,

e.g., image region scaling. Therefore, sufficiently complex

data processing methods, which discover relations between

visual contents and its pixel-level realization, need to be

developed.

The proposed appearance modification scenario is to

first extract information related to image object’s target

attributes, and then, to purposefully modify this informa-

tion and finally, to reassemble a new, modified image with

altered contents. A natural environment for performing

these operations is offered by a latent space of a convo-

lutional autoencoder [19] (CAE), so this paradigm has been

adopted as a computational framework for the method

implementation. Convolutional autoencoders, trained to

accurately reproduce image objects that are to undergo

modifications, develop, through nonlinear transformations

of raw input data, latent, semantic representations of image

contents.

The proposed method comprises the following three

components. The first one is extraction of information on

target appearance attribute from CAE’s latent representa-

tion. To extract this information, we propose to apply

supervised principal component analysis [3] (abbreviated

as SPCA), which attempts to appropriately combine pieces

of attribute-related information, scattered among latent

vector components, into features that strongly correlate

with target attributes. The second element of the proposed

scheme is an attribute-modification module. The SPCA-

derived feature space (referred to as attribute-space) forms

a domain that is expected to enable convenient formulation

of functional, monotonous mappings between its compo-

nent features and considered appearance attributes. The

derived mappings are subsequently used for introducing

appearance modifications: A required change in appear-

ance, quantified by attribute-descriptor change, gets trans-

formed onto a modified version of attribute-space vectors.

The last element of the proposed data processing pipeline is

to assemble edited versions of latent vectors, which is

performed by the inverse SPCA.

The outcome of the presented appearance modification

scheme is finally decoded onto an output image in the

decoding part of the CAE. Two training procedures are

executed to build the proposed appearance editing system.

First, CAE is trained on unlabeled examples of visual

objects of interest, and then, SPCA transformation

parameters and attribute-space feature mappings are

learned using an additional set of labeled training

examples.

The main contribution of the paper is the formulation of

the novel visual object editing framework. We propose a

data processing scheme that is different from the existing

paradigms: Contents related to a specific appearance

attribute are extracted from latent space through transfor-

mation, which decorrelates it from information on other

high-level visual properties, so that it can be selectively

manipulated without affecting the remaining components.

This contrasts with other approaches, which apply direct

transformations to latent space vectors, and therefore,

require additional mechanisms for disentangling existing

between-attribute dependencies. Another key distinction

between the proposed concept and existing visual object

attribute modification schemes is a functional relation that

is established between appearance attribute and its pro-

duced, low-level representation. This enables introducing

continuous changes (rather than discrete ones) to appear-

ance in a simple manner.

The proposed algorithm has been evaluated using both

simple and complex visual objects. In the former case,

handwritten digits from the MNIST dataset [18] were

selected as modification targets. Two different digit’s

appearance attributes—slant and object’s proportions, were

considered for editing. In the latter case, processing targets

were face images from CelebA dataset [34], and face

slimness was chosen as an attribute to be modified. In both

cases, evaluation results show that appearance modifica-

tions induced by the proposed attribute control mechanism

match qualitative expectations, and efficacy of the method

is supported by proposed quantitative indicators of its

performance.
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The structure of the paper is the following. We begin

with brief summary of related work in Sect. 2. We provide

detailed explanation of the proposed framework in Sect. 3,

and we present experimental evaluation results of the

proposed algorithm in Sect. 4.

2 Related work

Although the two aforementioned deep generative models:

autoencoders and generative adversarial networks, have

been introduced only recently, an impressive amount of

successful research on complex visual object generation

has been presented thus far [5–7, 9, 11, 25, 27, 32, 35].

Basic ability to generate realistically looking visual objects

of a specified category has quickly expanded to provide

more detailed control over objects’ visual properties. A

notable development was the introduction of a conditional

GAN (cGAN) concept [21], where a mechanism for con-

ditioning generation outcome on additional information has

been proposed. The conditioning was implemented as an

additional component of an objective criterion used both in

discriminator and generator training. Although the concept

was originally aimed only at enabling selection of specific

modes of learned distributions (e.g., a particular digit) or

for binding external modalities (e.g., textual descriptions),

it quickly evolved to become a general framework for

inserting information on target image attributes. For

example, [24] proposes to extend cGAN model with an

encoder that retrieves attribute-related information from

images, so that it can be later modified and assembled with

latent representation, yielding required appearance modi-

fications. Remarkable results of application of this

scheme in altering visual attributes include hair color,

facial expressions or addition of eyeglasses. A similar

concept is proposed in [2], where a ‘connection network’

provides a trainable mapping between attributes and the

corresponding image space. It should be noted that the

proposed framework also enables introducing continuous

modifications of attribute-expression intensity.

Two important developments in the field of cGANs

include IcGAN [24] and Fader networks [17], which

attempt to enforce attribute-independent latent representa-

tion during training and then to supplement it with attri-

bute-specific input, for the purpose of target visual object

synthesis. However, the most promising cGAN-based

architecture, with remarkable attribute-editing capabilities,

is AttGAN [12]. The AttGAN algorithm offers a means for

generating high-quality images with attributes chosen from

a discrete candidate set. This is accomplished by intro-

ducing computational architecture aimed at attaining three

different objectives: attribute-independent reproduction of

input objects, learning of appropriate attribute re-mappings

and generation of visually plausible outcome. In addition to

discrete attribute changes, AttGAN also enables continuous

control over attribute-expression intensity.

The most notable approach to object generation and

editing within a framework of variational autoencoders,

elaborated in [33], uses separate encoder-decoder pairs for

handling appropriately defined foreground and background

image components. The former component is learned by

the autoencoder using a criterion that involves an addi-

tional attribute information, where attributes are specified

as categorical, natural language variables.

A common denominator for all of the proposed concepts

for visual object editing is a parallel mechanism for latent

and attribute-specific information extraction. In contrast to

this framework, we propose to use a ‘serial’ data process-

ing scheme, where attribute-related content is sought in

latent representation. Moreover, all approaches proposed so

far attempt to impose direct alterations to image latent

representations, whereas the proposed method modifies

latent representation implicitly, via additional transforma-

tion layer. Finally, unlike most existing GAN-based or

autoencoder-based methods, the proposed approach is

aimed at introducing appearance modification to a specific

input object, so that it can be considered as a tool for

attribute-based visual object editing.

3 The method

An objective of the research was to develop a method for

enabling control over qualitative appearance of complex

visual objects. We assumed that appearance could be

quantified using a set of high-level ordinal attributes (e.g.,

object’s slant or aspect ratio), and we adopted a pre-trained

convolutional autoencoder as an image generation

algorithm.

CAE performs two data processing steps. Firstly, it

maps input samples onto some latent, d-dimensional space

Z, so that a given input object x gets transformed to its

corresponding latent vector:

z ¼ UðxÞ ð1Þ

In the second step, it attempts to reconstruct an original

image from the produced latent representation:

x � U�ðzÞ ð2Þ

where U� is expected to closely approximate U�1.

An objective of appearance modification algorithm to be

developed can be formally stated as a search for an

appropriate transformation W that modifies contents of a

latent vector zi, which encodes an original input image xi

and produces a latent vector zo that is subsequently
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decoded onto a modified output image xo with purposely

altered appearance. The expected transformation can be

expressed as:

xo ¼ U�ðzoÞ ¼ U� WðziÞ
� �

¼ U� W UðxiÞ
� �� �

ð3Þ

The proposed method for latent vector modifications,

which implements the mapping zo ¼ WðziÞ and appropri-

ately alters object properties according to (3), is explained

in the following subsection.

3.1 Attribute modification procedure

Space Z of latent variables z provides some unknown

encodings for all visual properties of objects generated by

an autoencoder, including information related to attributes

one would like to alter (which are, henceforth, referred to

as target attributes). However, this information is most

likely distributed among many (possibly, all) components

of a latent vector. In order to enable selective manipula-

tions that alter only target attributes and leave the

remaining ones intact, a method for uncoupling these

components should be elaborated.

A possible way for extracting information related to

target attributes is to apply suitable, invertible mapping that

transforms the latent space to a new one, where relevant

information is concentrated in just a few components. This

new space is referred to as an attribute-space, as its prin-

cipal directions are expected to correlate well with target

attributes. Since only a few dominant components of

attribute-space vectors would become subject to modifi-

cations, we expect that a negative impact on other object’s

visual properties would be minimized. As the main

objective of the transformation to be applied is to extract

features that provide strong correlations between raw data

(latent vectors) and labels (appearance attribute descrip-

tors), supervised principal component analysis (SPCA)

becomes a natural candidate to do the task.

The proposed computational architecture that imple-

ments the scheme defined by (3) is schematically depicted

in Fig. 1. Let’s assume that we are given a pre-trained

convolutional autoencoder (i.e., the mapping: z ¼ UðxÞ
has been determined) and that we are given an additional

set of n labeled images. It implies that we can build a

matrix Z of d-dimensional latent vectors z, that encode

these input images:

Z ¼ z1. . .zn
� �

d�n
¼ Uðx1Þ. . .UðxnÞ

� �
ð4Þ

Each latent vector zk is labeled with a q-element vector

ak ¼ ½a1. . .aq�T that quantifies appearance attributes of the

corresponding input image xk.

The first functional block of the proposed architecture

implements derivation of the attribute space by means of

SPCA. SPCA transformation matrix: S ¼ ½s1. . .sd�d�d

comprises d-eigenvectors of the mapping that maximizes

linear dependence between latent-space vectors and their

labels, expressed using cross-covariance matrix Cz;a

defined as:

Cz;a ¼ E ðz� lzÞða� laÞ
T� �

ð5Þ

where lz; la are latent vector and label vector means. A

criterion underlying SPCA basis derivation has the form:

JðsÞ ¼ max
s

sT trðCz;aC
T
z;aÞs; jjsTsjj ¼ 1 ð6Þ

where tr(.) denotes a trace.

Transformation of a latent vector z from a latent space to

an attribute space can be expressed as:

n ¼ STz ð7Þ

It is expected that after this transformation, only a few, p-

leading components (p � d ) of the basis S contain

information related to target attributes, so only p-element

subsets of attribute-space vectors nP will be subject to

modifications:

nP ¼ ðSPÞTz; ðSPÞT ¼
ðs1ÞT

� � �
ðspÞT

2

64

3

75

p�d

ð8Þ

Mechanisms for modifying visual object’s appearance are

implemented in the ‘Attribute change’ block of the pro-

posed architecture (Fig. 1). An idea is to derive, based on

labeled training examples, functional mappings between a

given appearance-attribute descriptor ak (ak 2 fa1. . .aqg)

and the contents of sub-vectors nP , for all considered visual

appearance attributes:

Fig. 1 Autoencoder architecture

with the proposed attribute

modification module
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ak ¼ fkðnPÞ; nP ¼ gkðakÞ ð9Þ

The mapping fkð:Þ will be referred to as attribute-scoring

function, whereas the mapping gkð:Þ, which inverts the

transformation fkð:Þ, will be referred to as attribute-en-

coding function for a k-th appearance attribute. The pur-

pose of the attribute-scoring is to evaluate a current state of

some considered, k-th appearance property encoded in the

attribute vector, whereas the latter function encodes

appropriately updated states.

Appearance modification scenario is thus a sequence of

three operations. First, a portion niP of a current attribute

vector ni obtained for input image xi is evaluated using

scoring-functions for all considered attributes:

ai ¼ ½f1ðniPÞ. . .fqðniP� ð10Þ

Next, the evaluated appearance attributes get modified to

match desired, new values:

ao ¼ ai þ Da ð11Þ

Finally, the modified attribute values are transformed by

attribute-encoding functions:

noP ¼ ½g1ðaoÞ. . .gqðaoÞÞ� ð12Þ

and are used to update the p-leading positions of an original

attribute-space vector:

no ¼ ½noP pnipþ1 � � � n
i
d� ð13Þ

The last operation of the proposed computational archi-

tecture is an inverse SPCA transformation of the attribute

space back to the latent space. Since a basis S is

orthonormal, this can be expressed as:

zo ¼ Sno ð14Þ

Finally, the resulting latent vector zo is decoded onto an

output image xo in the decoding part of Convolutional

Autoencoder.

4 Experimental evaluation of the proposed
concept

An experimental evaluation of the proposed concept has

been done using two datasets. The first one—MNIST

handwritten digits dataset, which comprises relatively

simple binary objects, has been subject to several thorough

analyses that examine the importance of various parame-

ters of the proposed algorithm. The second one—CelebA

face dataset, has been used to demonstrate capabilities of

the proposed method in handling appearance modifications

of very complex visual objects.

An objective of the experiments was to verify whether

the proposed concept enables control over object’s

appearance properties. Two appearance attributes that are

relatively easy to quantify: slant and aspect ratio, were

considered for handwritten digits. In the case of faces,

slimness, represented using aspect ratio of face-oval

approximating ellipse, was subject to modifications.

Data processing pipeline that was implemented corre-

sponds to the diagram shown in Fig. 1. First, CAE is

trained on unlabeled examples, and then, SPCA and attri-

bute-scoring and attribute-encoding functions are derived

using labeled example subset. Processing of input sample

xi begins with its transformation to a latent space (zi),

followed by a projection of zi to the attribute-space (ni).

After attribute change, the resulting vector no is trans-

formed subsequently to zo and xo.

4.1 Autoencoder training scenarios

Different autoencoder architectures and autoencoder

training scenarios were tested throughout experiments.

Details of the considered convolutional autoencoders are

provided in Table 1 for experiments with MNIST digits

and in Table 2, for experiments with CelebA faces. CAE

for MNIST was trained using the Adadelta optimizer with a

learning rate of 1.0 and a decay factor of 0.95. The batch

size was set to 128. CelebA autoencoder was trained using

Adam optimizer (b1 ¼ 0:9, b2 ¼ 0:999) with the learning

rate of 1 � 10�4 and a batch size of 16.

In the case of digit appearance modifications, two

experimental scenarios were adopted. The first one

Table 1 Details of CAEs used in digit appearance modifications

Encoder Decoder

Conv2D (16, 3, 1), ReLU Conv2D (2, 3, 1)1

Conv2D (4, 3, 1)2

Conv2D (8, 3, 1)3

ReLU

MaxPooling2D (2, 2) UpSampling2D (2, 2)

Conv2D (8, 3, 1), ReLU Conv2D (8, 3, 1), ReLu

MaxPooling2D (2, 2) UpSampling2D (2, 2)

Conv2D (2, 3, 1)1

Conv2D (4, 3, 1)2

Conv2D (8, 3, 1)3

ReLu

Conv2D (16, 3, 1), ReLU

MaxPooling2D (2, 2) UpSampling2D (2, 2)

*Conv2D(d,k,s) denotes the 2D convolutional layer with d as

dimension, k as kernel size and s as stride
1,2,3Denotes the size of the encoded representation: 1—32, 2—64, 3—

128
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assumes that autoencoder is trained on digits from all ten

classes (digit-independent autoencoder), whereas the sec-

ond one assumes that we derive separate autoencoders for

each digit (digit-specific autoencoders). In the former

scenario, autoencoder was trained on sixty thousand

examples. From the remaining portion of the MNIST

dataset, a subset of 3500 digits (350 elements per class)

was selected, to form a basis for deriving the proposed

attribute-modification module. All elements of this set were

labeled with attribute descriptors, and 80% of them were

used to compute SPCA transformation matrix, whereas the

remaining 20% were used for method’s testing. In the

second training scenario, 6000 examples per class were

used to derive ten different autoencoders, specializing in

handling digits from a particular class. For each autoen-

coder, the SPCA matrix was derived based on manually

labeled 350 samples of the corresponding class. For all

considered scenarios, test and training sets were disjoint: a

digit that was subject to attribute modifications was neither

previously used in autoencoder training nor in SPCA/at-

tribute-scoring function derivation.

In case of face appearance modification experiments,

CAE was trained on all 200,000 samples from the CelebA

database. A subset of 32,418 images was labeled with the

proposed face slimness descriptor and used in training and

testing of the proposed method.

4.2 Appearance attribute descriptors

To derive appearance descriptors for the adopted digit

properties: its slant and its proportions, we treat binary

images as distributions of foreground pixels in a 2D space.

Covariance matrices calculated for these distributions form

a basis for derivation of quantitative descriptors for both

attributes. Digit’s slant is assessed as an angle between the

image coordinate system vertical axis and the dominant

eigenvector of the covariance matrix. Digit’s aspect ratio

(denoted by AR) is evaluated as a ratio of covariance

matrix eigenvalues. As a result, each element xk of training

and test sets, processed using the proposed attribute-mod-

ification module, is assigned a set of two labels:

ak ¼ ½akS; akAR�.
Face slimness is evaluated using an aspect ratio (AR) of

face-oval approximating ellipse axes (i.e., a b/a ratio, see

Fig. 2). Elliptic approximations of face-ovals were deter-

mined based on subsets of facial landmarks extracted for

training images using the detector available at dlib library

[15].

4.3 Appearance representation in latent space

There were two main reasons for discarding a latent space

to be the right domain for high-level attribute modifica-

tions. We expected attribute representations to be dis-

tributed among different components of a latent space. This

would imply a necessity of deriving high-dimensional

attribute-scoring functions, which could pose a difficult

problem. Moreover, we hypothesized that such attribute-

Table 2 Details of CAEs used in face appearance modifications

Encoder Decoder

Conv2D (256, 6, 1), ReLU Dense (9152)

GaussianDropout (0.3) Reshape (target = 13, 11, 64)

Conv2D (256, 6, 1), ReLU DeConv2D (128, 2, 1), ReLU

GaussianDropout (0.3) DeConv2D (128, 2, 2), ReLU

MaxPooling2D DeConv2D (64, 3, 1), ReLU

Conv2D (128, 5, 1), ReLU DeConv2D (64, 3, 2), ReLU

GaussianDropout (0.3) DeConv2D (64, 4, 1), ReLU

Conv2D (128, 5, 1), ReLU DeConv2D (64, 4, 2), ReLU

GaussianDropout (0.3) DeConv2D (64, 3, 1), ReLU

MaxPooling2D DeConv2D (64, 3, 2), ReLU

Conv2D (128, 4, 1), ReLU DeConv2D (64, 4, 1), ReLU

GaussianDropout (0.3) DeConv2D (64, 2, 1), ReLU

Conv2D (128, 4, 1), ReLU DeConv2D (3, 3, 1), ReLU

GaussianDropout (0.3)

MaxPooling2D

Conv2D (128, 3, 1), ReLU

GaussianDropout (0.3)

Conv2D (128, 3, 1), ReLU

GaussianDropout (0.3)

MaxPooling2D

Conv2D (128, 2, 1), ReLU

GaussianDropout (0.3)

Conv2D (128, 2, 1), ReLU

GaussianDropout (0.3)

Flatten (9152)

Dense 1,2,3,4

*Conv2D(d,k,s) and DeConv2D(d,k,s) denote the 2D convolutional

layer and 2D transposed convolutional layer with d as dimension, k as

kernel size and s as stride
1,2,3,4Denotes the size of the encoded representation: 1—1024, 2—

2048, 3—4096, 4—8192

Fig. 2 Face aspect ratio evaluation: face image with detected facial

landmarks (left), landmarks considered in face shape estimation

(middle) and face-approximating ellipse (right)
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scoring functions could be not strictly monotonous, thus

non-invertible, so that attribute control would become

impossible.

To verify these conjectures, we computed Spearman’s

correlation coefficients between target attributes and latent

vectors, for all considered datasets. Sample results pre-

sented for MNIST Digits dataset in Fig. 3 show that

majority of latent vector components are correlated with

the targets (all results are statistically significant at

p value ¼ 0:01). Furthermore, a strength of correlations is

moderate, which means that no strong monotonous rela-

tions exist between a target attribute and particular latent

features.

4.4 Appearance representation in attribute-
space

We found that only the leading components of SPCA-

derived attribute space contained meaningful information

on selected appearance attributes. It turns out that if latent

vectors were labeled using a single attribute only (either

slant or AR for digits or AR for faces), there was just one

dominant eigenvalue, whereas for two-element label vec-

tors (a ¼ ½aS; aAR�), there were two dominant components.

This observation holds both for digit-specific and digit-

independent CAEs.

It follows that attribute-scoring functions in the attribute

space are in fact defined over either 1D space or 2D space.

To assess chances for getting monotonous attribute-control

mappings, we again evaluated Spearman correlation coef-

ficients between the considered attributes and the dominant

components of attribute spaces, derived for all considered

scenarios.

Sample results, presented for MNIST Digit dataset in

Tables 3 and 4 show that SPCA-derived representations

form a promising basis for regression, especially for cases,

where Spearman correlations reach 100%. However, no

clear premises as to autoencoder structure choice nor

training scenario selection could be drawn from these

experiments.

One-dimensional plots of appearance attribute descrip-

tors versus the dominant attribute space features are shown

in Fig. 4, for digits, and in Fig. 5, for faces. Despite vari-

ance that in some cases is significant (especially for face

images), one can observe a consistent, monotonous relation

between the variables, which can be reasonably approxi-

mated using different parametric functions. Three different

candidates for solving the presented regression problem

were considered in case of digit appearance modifications

(second- and third-order polynomials as well as multiple-

layer, feedforward neural network), whereas only third-

Fig. 3 Spearman correlations between latent vectors and digits’ slant

(black), and latent vectors and digits’ aspect ratios (orange) for:

32-line digit-specific AE trained on a digit ‘eight’ (top left), 32-line

digit independent AE (top right) and 64-line digit-specific AE, also

trained on a digit ‘eight’ (bottom) (colour figure online)

Table 3 Absolute values of Spearman correlations between the con-

sidered attributes and dominant components of attribute spaces for ten

32-line digit-specific AEs

‘1’ ‘2’ ‘3’ ‘4’ ‘5’

S 1.00 0.87 0.95 0.93 0.90

AR 0.83 0.70 0.81 0.96 0.92

‘6’ ‘7’ ‘8’ ‘9’ ‘0’

S 0.93 0.90 0.96 0.95 0.99

AR 0.90 0.82 0.82 0.90 0.81

Table 4 Spearman correlations between the considered attributes and

dominant components of semantic spaces for digit-independent

autoencoders

32-line AE 64-line AE 128-line AE

S 0.93 0.94 0.90

AR 0.84 0.78 0.81
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order polynomial was considered for fitting data in case of

face appearance modifications.

4.5 Digit appearance modification results

Experimental evaluation of the proposed concept in case of

the MNIST dataset involved several scenarios, differing

by:

• CAEs architectures: latent spaces of size 32, 64 and 128

lines were considered

• Targeted objects: digit-dependent and digit-independent

CAEs were used

• Attribute mapping approximations: three regressors:

second- and third-order polynomials and a neural

network were considered,

Given the trained architecture, the previously explained

test sample processing pipeline, involving its modification

in the attribute-space, was executed. The assumed

appearance attribute modification range was 	 15
 from

the initial angle for slant and 	 20% from the initial value

for aspect ratio. These initial values were evaluated for a

digit generated at the CAE’s output (not for the inputted

image, as CAE can introduce appearance alterations).

Given target (tki ) and actual (yki ) values of an attribute ‘i’

for processing of a k-th input sample, a digit transformation

accuracy was assessed using the mean relative attribute

modification error, i.e.:

er ¼
1

n

Xn

k¼1

jtki � yki j
tki

ð15Þ

where n is a number of valid output digits. To assess

validity of generated digit images, we performed classifi-

cation of AE outcome, using a deep convolutional neural

network classifier trained on MNIST dataset. For the con-

sidered range of attribute modifications, 19% of digits

generated by 32-line AE were incorrectly recognized

(output digits were overly distorted) and only approxi-

mately 5% of digits generated by 64- and 128-line ones

were rejected.

A summary of quantitative evaluation results for the

considered test scenarios are shown in Fig. 6 (for slant) and

Fig. 7 (for aspect ratio). As it can be seen from Fig. 6,

neural regressor was very unstable, often producing very

poor results, so in the remaining analyses we used only

polynomial attribute-scoring functions.

Mean attribute modification errors for various autoen-

coders show that for all considered cases, digit/independent

AEs were performing consistently better than digit-specific

ones. The gain was an attribute/independent function of a

latent-space dimension and ranged from 4% for 32-line AE

to 7% for 128-line AE. A possible reason for this phe-

nomenon could be a larger amount of training samples that

were available for training digit-independent AEs.

The best digit-wise attribute manipulation accuracy is

summarized in Table 5. One can observe that in 50% of

cases, the most accurate results were produced by the

simplest, 32-line AE. Slant modification relative errors

vary from 18% for the digit ‘nine’ to 54% for ‘five.’

Similarly, for the aspect ratio, the best result—16% is

reported for the digit ‘four,’ whereas the worst one—63%

is for the digit ‘three.’ We found statistically insignificant

differences between quadratic and cubic attribute-scoring

functions.

The last quantitative analysis that has been performed

was evaluation of attribute cross-modifications, i.e., chan-

ges in slant induced by aspect ratio modifications and

changes in aspect ratio caused by slant modifications. The

results, presented in Table 6, suggest that as aspect ratio is

more sensitive to alterations made for slant, information on

aspect ratio may be more diffused over attribute-space

components than information on slant (as indicated by

Spearman correlations provided in Tables 3 and 4).

Fig. 4 Scatter plots showing dominant, SPCA-derived feature values

(vertical axis) as a function of slant (left column) and aspect ratio

(right column) for images of digits, where L is latent representation

size. Top row shows results for digit-specific CAEs (trained for digits

‘8’ and ‘5’), bottom row—for digit-independent CAEs

Fig. 5 Scatter plots showing dominant, SPCA-derived feature values

(vertical axis) as a function of face aspect ratio (horizontal) for four

different sizes of latent representation L
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Sample qualitative results of digit slant and aspect ratio

modifications are presented in Fig. 8. The images shown

were generated by digit-independent AEs with 32-dimen-

sional latent space and a second-order polynomial used as

the attribute-scoring function. For all digits, aspect ratio

was altered within a range of 	 20% with respect to an

initial value and slant—within a range of 	 15
 . Mean

attribute modification errors for the presented renderings

were 18% for aspect ratio and 26% for slant.

4.6 Face appearance modification results

A procedure used in case of face appearance modification

was the same as previously described for digits. This time

much more complex CAEs were applied (see Table 2) to

match the larger size of input images (208 � 176 pixels, 3

channels) and much richer image contents. Four different

cardinalities of CAE’s latent image representation were

considered: L ¼ 1024; L ¼ 2048; L ¼ 4096 and L ¼ 8192.

As it was previously explained, face slimness was the only

appearance attribute subject to modifications, and third-

order polynomials were fit to approximate mappings

required by the attribute-change module of the algorithm.

Four modifications of face-oval ellipse aspect ratio were

Fig. 6 Slant modification errors for different, digit-specific and digit-

independent CAEs and different regression functions (blue bars—

neural network, red—second- and yellow—third-order polynomials)

(colour figure online)

Fig. 7 Aspect ratio modification errors for the best performing AEs

(64- and 32-line), all digits and polynomial attribute-scoring functions

Table 5 Digit-wise attribute modification relative errors, in percent

(for slant—S and for aspect ratio—AR), for best performing CAEs

(L—latent space dimension)

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

S 47 28 38 30 38 54 43 31 31 18

L 64 32 32 64 32 32 128 128 32 64

AR 34 33 49 63 16 50 40 44 27 39

L 32 64 64 64 32 128 64 32 32 32

Table 6 Mean sensitivity of digit’s slant to its aspect ratio modifi-

cations (DS, in percent) and mean sensitivity of digit’s aspect ratio to

modifications of its slant (DAR, in percent), for all considered

scenarios

Digit-independent AEs Digit-specific AEs

32 64 128 32 64 128

DS 9.85 9.39 7.52 9.31 8.9 7.1

DAR 23.28 24.17 19.82 23.08 25.46 21.71
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introduced to each test image during the experiments:

- 20%, - 10%, þ 10% and þ 20%.

The first batch of experiments was aimed at assessing

the capacity of different considered autoencoders to

implement the expected transformations. Quantitative

results (see Fig. 9) show, for extreme modifications, that all

architectures are capable of introducing plausible trans-

formations. This means that even the most compressed,

1024-element representation of images contains all neces-

sary information on face oval shape.

Sample face slimness editing results, performed using

CAE with latent vectors of width L ¼ 4096 for different

faces, have been presented in Fig. 10. As it can be seen,

modifications result in noticeable face appearance changes,

yet they do not impair appearance plausibility. (For the

considered images, artifacts in the form of implausible

shades can be seen for increased aspect-ratios.) Also, one

can observe that appearance change is gradual, although it

is difficult to subjectively asses, whether the introduced,

evenly spaced modifications induce proportional face

appearance changes.

Quantitative assessment of the proposed face appear-

ance modification method is provided in Table 7. Accuracy

of induced changes is expressed through the mean relative

error (as defined by (15)) between target and actual aspect

ratios of face-oval approximating ellipses. The experiments

were performed for all considered autoencoder architec-

tures. As can be seen, results are comparable, which sup-

ports conclusions drawn for subjective evaluation of results

presented in Fig. 9. Relatively large errors for extreme

modifications of face slimness may partly result from the

fact that in several cases, target ratios exceed a range of

attribute values present in the training set.

To compare the proposed procedure with other existing

approaches, an AttGAN implementation provided in [13]

was used to induce face-oval alterations. However, for the

considered face dataset, we were unable to train AttGAN to

enable introducing the expected slimness modifications.

5 Conclusions

The presented method provides a framework for manipu-

lating visual object’s appearance, through affecting high-

level appearance attributes. The provided evaluation proves

that one can ensure coarse, quantitative control over

complex visual properties of a specific image object.

The proposed algorithm has been implemented as a part

of a convolutional autencoder, as it enables editing of a

particular object. However, as autoencoding is a general

concept, one can also investigate possibilities of extending

the proposed method to control high-level attributes that

characterize sequences, e.g., emotional speech.

Fig. 8 Sample images generated

from highlighted digits by

altering: aspect ratio (top) and

slant (bottom)

Fig. 9 Face appearance modifications in CAEs with different size of

latent representation. From top to bottom: 1024, 2048, 4096 and 8192

lines. Left column (highlighted): original appearance, middle column:

aspect ratio reduced by 20%, right column—aspect ratio increased by

20%
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The major perceived limitation of the architecture is its

linearity. SPCA analysis, as a linear transformation, cannot

capture nonlinear relationships, which may hold for many

high-level object descriptors. Also, nonlinear features

might be necessary for decoupling representations for dif-

ferent attributes. Therefore, it could be necessary to elab-

orate methods for implementing nonlinear mappings

between latent and attribute spaces.

There are many other issues that need to be elaborated to

improve robustness, versatility and performance of the

proposed methodology for visual objects appearance

manipulation. These include for example, research on

development of quantitative descriptors that correctly

reflect more complex high-level visual features. Accurate

quantitative description of high-level features is a difficult,

nonlinear regression problem. Elaboration of methods for

accurate high-level visual attribute tagging, which is

essential for performing latent-to-attribute space transfor-

mation, would enable application of the proposed algo-

rithm to a variety of complex image editing tasks.
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Table 7 Mean relative errors er in percent (with 99% confidence

intervals) for four different aspect ratio modifications and four dif-

ferent sizes of CAE’s latent space

Alteration magnitude

- 20% - 10% 10% 20%

1024 27.2 ± 0.3 13.4 ± 0.2 13.1 ± 0.2 27.5 ± 0.3
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